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Abstract some military helicopters. As helicopters are
required to fly more at both faster cruise speeds
Several recent helicopter vibration reduction and slow "transition" speeds for nap-of-the-earth
research programs of the United Technologies flylng, the need to minimize vibration becomes more
Research Center (UTRC) are described. Rcsults of important, and it becomes necessary to consider
analytical investigations to develop, understand, alternative and complementary approaches for vlbra- •
and evaluate potential helicopter vibration reduc- tion reduction.
:_" Zion concepts are 9resented in the following areas:
" identification of the fundamental sources of vlbra- Hel_,-opter vibration research ha_ been a
tory loads, blade design for low vibration, appll- primary activit) at the Unlt_d Technologies
u cation of design optimization techniques, active Research Center (UTRC_ _." _I_ past six years.
'_ higher harmonic control, blade appended aeromechan- Various helicopter vibration related programs
_ ical devices, and the prediction of vibratory air- involving analytic_l investigation have been con-
loads. Primary sources of vibration are identified ducted in the followi:Lg areas:
_= for a selected four-bladed articulated rotor oper-
"" sting in high speed level flight. The application • Blade desigr, for low vibration
_i of analytical design procedures and optimizaticn
.tecnniques are shown to have the potential for Design optimization techniques applicable
establishing reduced vibration blade designs to vibration reduction
through variations in blade mass and stiffness
distributions, and chordwise center-of-_ravlty • Active higher harmonic control for vibra-
location. Analytical evaluation of a computerized tion alleviation
generic active controller for implementing higher
harraonic control indicates the potential for good • Blade appended d_vices ,r vibration alia-
controller performance and extensive fuselage vi- vlatlon
bration reOuction with low pitch amplitudes for
three controller approaches investigated. Explora- • Prediction of vibratory airloads (rotor,
tory evaluation of a passive tuned blade tab con- fuselage, empennage).
cept indicates considerable sensitivity of vibra- _
tory load alleviation to design parameters with an In the Ref. I analytical investigation, rotor
improvement in inplane hub excitation but an vibratory response and loads transmitted to the
increase in vertical excitation. The prediction of fuselage were predicted and analyzed to determine
vlbr_tory eirloads, attributable to rotor/wake, the relative contributions and sources of the
rotor/fuselage, and rotor/empennage interactlonal various components of blade force excitation.
aerodynamics, is elan described. Primary sources of vibration were identified for a
selected four-bladed articulated rotor operating in
Introduction high speed level flight. Subsequently, blade modal
shaping (Ref. 2), frequency placement, structural
For future helicopters to reach their full and aerodynamic coupling, and intermodal cancella-
potential, significant reduction in vibration must zion were investigated to systematically identify
be eccouplished. Helicopter vibration is becoming and evaluate blade design parameters that influence
an increasingly important consideration because of vibratory airloads, blade model response, hub
requirements for crew and passenger comfort as well loads, and fuselage vibration. Through variations
es increased reliability of =tructural components in blade mass distribution, stiffness distribution
_._ end on-board electronic equipuent. A vibration- end chordwlse center-of-gravity location, blade
., free weapons platform is also s requirement for designs were developed with predicted reductions in
'"" vibration. These designs remain to be validated by
test.
_J Presented at the American Helicopter Society and
NASA Ames Research Center 2nd Decennial Specialists' An automated optimization procedure is being
Meeting on Rotorcraft Dynamics, November 7-9, 1984. developed at UTRC for the rotor blade design
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process. A simplified approach for mlnlmizing lege is in progress.
vibration (Refs. I, 2) has _een developed and
"_ applied qRef. 3). A model annly:is wan used to The aforementioned investigat:ons are
calculate _ey vibration parameters. Thro,gh described in the following sectionn.
=- frequency placement and modal shaping with a
'_/ cuustralned optlmizetlon program, COPES/CONMIN, Blade Vesi$n for Vibration Reduction :
(Refs. 4, 5) a blade design was determined for
_ reduced fuselage vibration. A forced response An analytlcal investigation was conducted to 4
aeroelastlc analysis (Ref. 6) was used in the develop an underctanding of _he importance and role
process to identify _v modes, the desired played by blade design parameters i_, rotor vibra-
frequency placement and modal shaping criteria, and tory response and to design an advanced blade for
to p_rform a final calculation of the vibration reduc vibration based upon thi_ understqvding.
, characteristics of the new blade deslgn_. This znvestigatlorl was conducted st UTRC by Taylo_ q
_ (" .. '_. Variocs design approaches were examined t
A computerized g_._eric active controller was far a f_ --bladed articulated rotor operating _t •
developed for alleviating helicopter vibration by high-speed, leveI flight condition. Blade modal }
closed-loop implementation of higher harmonic shaping, frequency placement, structural and aura-
control (HCC) (Refs. 7, 8). This controller dynamic coupling, and intermodal cencellatlon were
provides th_ unique capability to readily define investigated to systematically identify and *_
and evaluate many different algorithms by sclectlng evaluate blade design parameters that influence
from three controller approaches (determinisLic, blade vibratory elrloada, blade modal responses, _,
cautious, and Jual), two linear system models hub loads, and fuselage vibration.
(local and global), and several methods of limiting
control. A non-linear aeroelastic rotor analysis The baseline rotor system selected for the
(Ref. 6) was used to eva)uses alternative control- invcstigation was a four-bladed articulated rc_orler configurations as applied to a fo.- bladed H-34 system, a_milar in design to the S_orsl_y S-76
rotor mounted on the NASA-Ames Rotor Test Apparatus rotor system, but without vibration alleviation i
_! used to represent the fuselage. It will be shown devices and tip sweep. Tip sweep can provide vl-that excellent controller performance was predicted bration alleviation through eeroelastlc coupli_ _.
! for all three controller approaches for steady between the blade flatwise end blade torsion modes.
,_! flight _onditions having moderate to high values of However, it was decided to omlt tip sweep from the
forward velocity and rotor thrust. Reductions in baseline blade design to study the potentiel of
? vibration from 75 to 95 percent wer_ predicted with improving the vibration characteristics of • basic
HHC pitch amplitudes of lees than .le degree. Good rectangular plenform blade. A complete set of
transient vlbratio alleviation ,as also pred! ed baseline _lede propertie_ is presented in Ref. 1.
= for short duration maneuvers involving a sudden The blade spanwise mass distribution for the base-
_" change in collective pitch, llne and modified blade designs will be presented
in the following section on blade design optimise-
Analytical evaluations of aeroelastic devices lion. Some of the relevant properties of the bue-
appended Lo helicopter rotor blades have been llne blade are the blade twist (-10 dug, nonlit-
conducted to determine their paten.gel for reducing ear), blade weight (100 lb) and non-dimenaionalised '_
hub shears end vibratory control loads (Ref. 9). natural frequencies (flatwise modes; rigid _ody =
The results for a passive tuned tab shall be 1.03 per rev, first elastic - =.75 per rev, second +.
discussed, elastic " 4.9 per rev; edgewise modes: rigid body _'_
= 0.26 per rev, first flexible - 4.7 per rev; z
The developm nt of met.hodotog_' to predict torsion mode: first elastic = 5.30 per rev). The !
vibratory blade ,ir_oads has proceeded at UTRC baseline blade pitch axis, eleatic axis, aerodyn_- ]_"
along with the determination of primary airload ic center, anu center-of-gravity (CG) were nomin-
sources. Wake, airflow, end eirloa_ methodology ally located at the 25 percent chord (outboard, CG
have advanced for both low end high speed flight was at 26Z). The flight condition selected was •
(Refs. 10-19). For example, a fi_:t level ge,_eral' high speed _ruise condition of 160 kt. A 10,8C0 lb
ization of the forward flight rotor _ake has rotor lift and an 1190 lb propulsive force were
recently been formulated for use in unsteady air- selected to be representative for a helicupter the
loud c_lcdlations (Refs. 10, 11, 12). Synthesize- a_se of the $-76.
! lion procedures for incorporetirg u,ateady airfoil
I test dete in rotor eeroelestic response methods The analytical simulation used for this study
have been developed (Ref. lg). Also, methodology was the G400 analysis documented in Eel. 6. This
for predicting vibratory eirloed excitation at tail computer analysis is based on the Galerkin method
-i surfaces due to the rotor: wek_ has been developed .nd uses precelculated uncoupled n.r_al blade
_ and initial validation has been performed (gef. modes. A time history solutior -° airl_ads, blade
19). The aerodynamic interaction of the fuselage responses, and vibratory blade r,_b forces and mo-
on the rotor vibratory airloada has been analytic- ments due to the rotor ere calculated based on
ally demonstrated (Ref. 17) Development of a modal coupling within the analysis. 7or this
computer method for predicting the induced unsteady study, the fuselage vibrations were determined by
vibratory excitation of the rotor wake on the fuse- means of a -_aaured S-76 mobility transfer uatrlx
I ,
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between the hub loads -nd vibrations at several ity studies, several blades were designed and
r. " locations in the airframe. This approach was used reported in Ref. 1 which resulted in lower pro-
to separate roto: design effects from hub impedance dieted vibration levels. Results for the baseline
and airframe dynamic effects in the analysis, and the two final modified blade designs (D_signs A
:" Uniform inflow was used in this in.tial exploratory and B) are summarized herein. It should be noted
"J" study to model the rotor downwaeh for the high that these blade designs were achieved via closed- 4
:_ _ speed [light condition. The influence of variable loop optimization techniques as discussed in the
inflow on vibratory airlcads will be included in next section.
subsequent blade design studies.
The predicted 4P hub loads and fuselage vibra-
:. In order t_ design blades for reduced heli- tlcns for the baseline and two modified blade
• copter vibration, it is necessary to first acquire designs are presented in Figs. 2 and 3, rasper-
:- a fundamental understanding of the interrelation- tlvely. For the base]ine articulated rotor, the
V ship of the fuselage vibrations, the hub loads in vibratory hub load components with the most
the fixed system, _he blade root loads in the influence on fuselage vibration are, in order of i
:: rotating system, the blade vibratory response, and importance, the longitudinal, lateral, and verticll
the bla4_, alrloads. It is then necessary to shears. On other helicopters having a dlfterent i
identify the primary contributors of th_ various mobility matrix, the vertical shear may be more _"
harmonic modal comr_>ents to vibratory excitation.
,.-..__ AS indicated in r'ig. I, for a helicopter with a (ibs) (N)
;-', four-bladed articulated rotor, the predominant 4P 320- "t
_-.
! (4 per rev) cockpit and cabin vibrations are mainly 14001
--_; produced by the 6P vertical and inplane (lateral 280-
'_ ant longitudinal) hub forces, since for a low-off- co 12001 r_BASELINE
_} set .r:iculated rotor the 4P moment contrlbution is _ 240 - _OODES,GNAMoDDES,GNB '
_i of secondary importance. For a four-bladed rotor _ 10001
-_; in a steady-state condition, the 4P hub fixed sys- _ 200-
_- ternvet.lcal shear results directly from the azi- -r 8ool -_
muthal summation of the 4P blade root rotating _> 160- !4
'_: vertical shear from all blades. When the contri- _ 120 - cool _._'1
butions of all four blades are summed in the fixed E !_i
system, the 4P h,b fixed system inplane shears _ L.I
result from the summation of 3P and 5P blade root 80- 400 ic;i
rotating inptane shears. As indicated in Fig. 1, i'i=._
the contribution of the 5P inplane shears were 40- 200 iJl_found ea ly i this investigation to be sm l' rela- [-_i
:" tire to the 3P contribution. 0- 0 {Fx Fy Fz
LONG LAT VERT
r [=:,._]s_ ,am_ SHEARS .'_
t Fig. 2. Predicted Vibratory Fixed-System Hub -}
, H..o j_,-_ _ A _ "'_-' Loads for the Baseline and Modified Blade "" iemN.lm_) Ile'b'e_le\% Designs (V = 160 kt)
+'--- "x,-" _''"t ,..,
- . memomll_w@ %. s.em_,
_'_ B MOD DESIGN A
E_] m_ tP,_',_ MOD DESIGN B' ,D---- I o,
I_ ¢,_.._ (O*'¢)¢lk:pll_h)&111e _l ¢ I > :
Fig. I Primary Contributors to Helicopter Vibra- rr• rr 02
Speed Flight)tlons (4-Bladed Articulated Rotor, ltigh _r 01 t- t _ _I L '0 i
 EA*SEA*ELI E, .EELI  WOA.With the awareness of the above information at VERTLATERAL VERT VER_ VERT |VERT VERT
the beginnin_ of the investigation, the analytical PILOT ;OPILOT CABIN !
study was directed towar_ identifying the primary !
blade response contt,butors and related airload Fig. 3. Predicted 4 Per Rev Fuselage Vibrations i
,_.l harmonics, as wilt be discussed. With this infor- for the Baseline and Modified Blade i
matlnn and an understanding acquired {rum sensitiv- Designs (V = 160 kt) I k'
%
_[ 3_s i '
N:I'2t . :, ,
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important than the inplane shears. For hingeless component is the predominant contributor to the 3P
or be-rlngless rotors, the hub moments can become edgewise sheer. This component arises fro= the
important. Of the fuselage vibret ions shown in flatwise mode coupling with the edgewise mode
Fig. 3, the dominant vlbratlons for the aircraft associated with blade twist end collective pitch.
studied are the heel-sllde vibrations for the pilot In Fig. 5, it is shown that the elastic flatwise
and copilot. Important vibrations are those af- contribution is also important to the radial sheer
letting crew and passenger comfort. Thus, it _as
considered a good objective to reduce the cockpit COUPLEDELASTICF- E
seats and cabin vibrations to approximately 0.I g INERTIA 180
while reducing the heel-slide vibrations to the ELAST*C
extent possible. As shown in Fig. 3, the predicted FLATWtSEiNERTIA
fuseiage vibrations for modiIied Designs A and B
are lower by about 50 percent (except the small APPINGCORIOLI$
pilot seat vertical vibration) compared to the
baseline vibrations. Of particular importance are INERTIA
the seat and cabin vibrations which are approachin_
the 0.I g level. These results indicate that ac-
ceptable seat and cabin vibrat ion levels can be RIGID
attained, at least theoretically, by improved blade FLAPPING (N
CORJOLIS 200 400 600 8001
design and without the use of vibration treatment 270
equipment (bifilars, absorbers, etc.). The vibra- 100 200
tory hub loads that produced these vibrations are
shown in Fig. 2 to also have been reduced signif- -DRAG INERISA
icant ly.
To achieve the vibratlon levels predicted
for Designs A and B, the following modifications
were made to the baseline blade. For Design A, a
combination of blade spanwlse mass redistribution
and increased edgewise blade stiffness was used to .:
change the blade mode shaFes and increase the un- 0
coupled frequencies of the first elastic flatwise PHASE(deg)
and edgewise modes from 2.75 to 3.4 per red and 4.8
to 5.8 per reD, respectively. Hodal shaping tech- Fig. 4. Predicted 3 Per ReD Rotating Blade Root
nlques described in Refs. I and 2 end summarized in Edgewise Shear for the Baseline Blade (V
the next section on optimization were applied in = 160 kt)
addition to frequency placement techniques. A
small change in blade Jelght (100 to 104 tb) re- 180
sulted. Increasing the flatwlse frequency _o 3.4
_er reD improved the inplane shear, but did not
significantly reduce the vertical shear, as shown _
in Fig. 2. For Design B, the generalized airload
producing a large response of the first flatwise _,
mode was decreased by moving forward the CG lots- _" ]
tlon of the outer 20 percent of the blade from 26 _
t¢ 24 percent of the chord. The basis for these _.
design changes are discussed below. (N II200 400 600 80n
In order to understand the source of the 270 I
rotating blade root shears, the G400 analysis was 100 200 I
used to decompose the vertical and inplane shear (Ibs)
components (edgewise and radial) into the indi- _ FORCE _,
vidual contributing components. This is exempli-
fied in Fig. 4 for the 3P rotating edgewise shear
transmitted to the hub by the baseline blad-. The
force vectors are presented in polar format showing
the amplitude and phase of the total shear and FLAPPING
cont ribut ing components. It is important to note ELASTIC ACCELERATIONFLATWISE
that the two principal components due to rigid body ACCELERATI(
motion (rigid flapping coriolis and lag inertia) ELASTIC 0
vectorlally combine with the drag component to form FLATWISE PHASE(deg)
a small contribution to the total. CENTRIFUGAL
FORCE
As a result of this cencellation effect, the Fig. 5. Predicted 3 Per Rev Rotating Blade Root .._
elastic blade components of shear acquire a primary Radial Shear for the Baseline Blade (V =
role. In particular, thc elastic flatwise inertia 160 kt) k
3_6 _"
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! component. It thus became evident that significant 180
vibratory inplane hub loads is heavily dependent
! upon reduction in the response of the first elastic
; flatwise mode in addition to the first elastic / FLAPPING
*"I edgewise mode as suuarized in Fig. I. It was also
noted that signzficant vectorial cancellation of
-'- / / i ELASTIC \
• , components of shear due to phase as well as ampli- / / EDGEWISE\
' tudedifferencesoccurred, very Thus, the predictedaccu acy / _EL_RT_ . / / INERTIA\i total shears are sensitive to the of "_ / (N)_
the simulation analysis. I OP_GJ x\_.. _Ii0 _/2,00 3,00 400 S00/
"" 270! = _ , _rj _ ,• I- ! !
",a ficant interharmonlc and intermodal coupling occurs _ INERTIA _
between the blade flarwise response and the air- _ t-'TOTAL I_
loads. This is indicated in Fig. I as a "cascade _ RIG
FLAPPING /
_" effect" in which modal motions at one harmonic
induce modal _tions at other harmonics through the
coupling wlth the harmonics of airloads. For for-
,. ward flight, the one per rev airloads created by
flapping (or cyclic pitch), required for aircraft o
trim, result -'n one per rev response of all blade
__ modes. The resulting one per ray motions create 2,
3, 4, and 5 per rev response of the blade modes and PHASE(deg)
- so on. The end result for the rotor investigated Fig. 6. Predicted 3 Per Rev Rotating Blade Root
_ was that significant 3P and 4P alrloads were gener- Edgewise Shear for Hodifled Blade Design
_i ated which excited the important 3P and 4P A (V = 160 kt)responses shown in Fig. 1. The rotor thus largely 1 BASELINE r_ MOD. DESIGNA _ MOO.DESIGNB
excites itself through the blade motion-airload i i i
cascade effect. Also, as will be described, hat- 3PRESPONSE 4PRESPONSE
monic inflow and airloads due to rotor wake effects RIGID FLAPPING
provide vibratory excitation which, for steady 4 I loll
level flight, is large at low speeds and less at I
liI high speeds.For modified Design A, the r, duction of the 3P
! root edgewise shear and its c .3nents is shown in 0 0
Fig. 6 (note the scale change relative to Fig. 4). FIRST FLATWISEMODE
" The important elastic inertia components were sub- 61 _ 0
i stantially reduced. The reduction in the predicted ¢_
- t I
-! 3P and 4P modal responses are shotm in Fig. 7. o ,
Although the inplane hub shear was largely reduced x
- for Design A, the vertical hub shear was not, as _ 0
'" SECOND FLATWlSE MODE _ •
shown in Pig. 2. This was attributed to an over C3 _,.,;
reduction of the second elastic flatwise mode con- _ 04 10[]
:" tributlon and the fact that the second mode pro-
vided phase cancellation with the first mode. <
Although cancellation between the two modal contrl- -a<
butlons to vertical shear could have been pursued C3
• by blade design retuning with mass and stiffness 0 0
: variations, it was decided not to depend upon this ck FIRST EDGEWISEMODE ;
0.8
"i cancellation due to intermodal phasing which could r_ 3[1 ]I change with rotor configuration or flight condi-
I Lion. Instead, the 4P vertical shear was reduced a.
= as reported in Ref. 1, by changing the blade out-
"'l board center-of-gravity location to reduce the 0
• TORSION MODE
' Changing the cent._r-of-gravity (CG) location,
over the outer blade region, from 26 to 24 percent
of the chord moved the _ forward of the elastic
axis (EA) and influenced the blade airloads through
inertial couplirg between the blade flatwise and 0
torsion responses. The predicted change in the Fig. 7. Predicted 3P and 4P Nodal Response for 't
torsion response time history around the aalmuth the Baseline and Hodified Blade Designs
for this modified blade Design B is shown in Fig. (V '_ 160 kt) _,
• _
r , , _
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., 8. 7dr the baseline design, the torsion response could possibly result in rotors with vibration
is cb•recterlsed by • strong nose-down deflection levels that •re acceptable without the use of
_= . , on the rotor advancing side. For blade Design B, vibration alleviation devices or higher harmonic
the nose-down response on the •dvgnclng side was control. However, it is recognized that the pre-
ellmln•ted leaving a waveform that consists of • IP dicted results have not yet been substantiated with
response, _xlmum nose down at 180 degrees azimuth, test. Due to the absence of a systematic, consis-
t" plus smaller contributions of higher harmonics, tent set of experimental data for vibratory blade,
The mechanism involved in this phenomenon is the hub, and fuselage loads, the G400 analysis, like
CG-EA offset. When the blade tip bends downward on other rotcr aeroelastic analyses, has not been
the advancing side, • forward CG induces a nose-up validated for vibration prediction. The high
torsion increase on the blade near the blade tip. degree of interharmonic and intermodel cot piing and
This moment counteracts the nose-down aerodynamic the predicted cancellation effects of large compon-
pitching moment due to high Math number on the ents of hub loads make the results sensitive to the
• advancing side. It was found that, when the CG is prediction accuracy of the analysis for the indivi-
7- moved further forward, the increased advancing side _ual components. In fact, differences of the pre-
nose-up response can produce increased vibration, dictions with the vibration results of preliminary
: Blade tip sweep is •n alternate approach that has exploratory tests at Sikorsky have been noted. The
been used to reduce the advancing side vibratory provision of a model test rig to systematically and
alrloads through blade aeroelastlc torsional defor- accurately measure vibratory hub loads is currently
marion, being pursued at UTRC to validate computer codes
and evaluate new blade designs for vibration.
"" 005 Also, application of blade design techniques for o
_- vibration Co other rotor types (hingeless, bearing- (
__ less) is underway and application to other flight '
_.. conditions (particularly low speed) with cariable i
"_[; inflow is planned. The inclusion of design opti- (
_ mization techniques has been initiated as described
e-_ (_% CG}
below.
_" <
__ _ Rotor Blade Design Optimization for VibrationQ
_ _ The optimization approach discussed below is
/ 0 part of an ongoing effort at UTRC to develop a
=" _ general automated procedure for rotor blade design.
This procedure can be used to determine the
i necessary geometric, structural, and material
- _ [ properties of a rotor system to achieve desired 'O
design objectives relating to vibration, stress,
DESIGNB and aerodynamic performance. This section co•ten-(24% CG _
trates on the approach used for helicopter vibra-
_' tlon summarized in Ref. 3. Based on the analytical
studies discussed above, a simplified vlbr•tion
analysis has been developed for use in conjunction
-005 l with a forced response analysis in the optimization
0 r 2r process. This simplilied analysis signiflcanrly _'[.
BLADE AZIMUTH(RAD) improves the efficiency of the design process. _¢
Fig. 8. Predicted Effect of Outboard CG Location
on Blade Torsion Mode Response (V = 160 Optimization Approach
kt)
As shown in Fig. 9, the approach for rotor
blade design has been formulated as three separate
The reduction of the torsion mode response of component optimization problems concerned with
(, modified Design B i, shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The areas such as vibration, stress, and aerodynamic
reduction of the 4P vertical shear relative to the performance. Appropriate constraint functions are
, baseline end Design A blade levels is shown in Fig. formulated to account for the influence of design
{ 2. Relative to Design A levels, a small further changes in areas other than those of primary
".- ! reduction in 4P fuselage vibration is indicated at concern for • given problem. After gaining exper-
• all fuselage locations in Fig. 3. The resulting ience with each component problem, the goal is to
< fuselage ,,ibratlot are generally about half the develop a completely integrated approach to
baseline blade levels, optimize on several design conbideratlons simul-
t taneously, Based on experience with the individual
•;,_-.. In summary, the predicted results for the optimization problems, it will be possible to
"_.Z modified blade designs in Ref. I indicate the po- better formulate an integrated and efficient
tential for su'stantially reducing helicopter vi- overall approach. Furthermore, experience will be
_'i bration by viable changes in blade design. Further gained as to the design variables having the
!'| study in the area of blade design for vibration largest impact on each individual problem, the
'
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trxdeoffs to be expected between various design design. Traditionally, frequency placement has
considerations, and the capability to meet been used to minimize vibration response. As
_ " specified design criteria for a given problem, discussed above, _dal shaping has also been shown
to be important, and associated parameters have
Figure 9 also shows a few potential design been identified as indicators of rotor blade vibra-
. parameters that might be used for the optimization tion cher_cterlstics. In particular, it hxs _en 4
'_ problems. These include: blade geometrical prop- predicted that vibration can be reduced by mini-
: _ erties, prlm_rily associated with aerodynamic mixing certain weighted modal integrals. In
. performance; material propertles, generally studies performed to date, _lynomlal epproxim_t-
associated vlth blade stress; and structural prop- lions to the airload distribution have been used as
erties, associated vlth vibration and stress. In welghtings in the modal integrals. As shown
this section, only the vibration problem is consid- conceptually in Fig. II, mode shaping is accom-
ered. The design parameters used are mass and pllshed by driving these generalized airloeds to
_1 bending stiffness distributions along the blade, zero to desensitize the blade co vibratory air- |
loading.
AERODYNAMIC PERF _
VIBRATION ) I GENERALIZED
'' dF AIRLOAD
/ / AIRLOAD dF--_ " _N
SYS "EM I _/
I I MO')ELI I
_- DESIGN PARAMETERSI " ' I DESIGN
_ • NUMBER OF BLADES | | CONSIDERATIONS
• B_DE PL'NFORM [ | _ / _':_::"
_. TWISTETC I I ! I %____ _/_-- MODE
_' * MA_.EI _ _--_ OPTIMIZER _. _• TERIALS SHAPE _N
iL_'; • ETC
• DESENSITIZE B_DE TO VIBRATORYAIRLOADS ]
_ Fig. 9. Overall Approach for Rotor Blade Design BY SHAPING OF CRITICAL MODES:
_- Optimization ._
_ GENERALIZED dF
AIRLOAD = f _N _xx dx -- 0
Figure 10 outlines the approach to be used for
helicopter vibration. In order to achieve the
computer efficiency required of any useful design Fig. 11. Nodal Shaping Design Concept
optimization tool, a simplified vibration an=lysls
is used in the primary or inner loop to develop the Figure 12 sho_s a more detailed schematic of _
vibration parameters and other criteria to be the inner optimization loop presented in Fig. IO.
optimized. Since this simplified analysis may be A blade eigensotution analysis (E159) is used to
performed many times faster than the forced calculate blade natural frequenclea and mode shapes _.r sp nse analysls, th potential savi gs in time is for x given set of design variabl s. This informs-
significant for the many iterations that may be Zion and the assumed xirload distributions are used
required by any constrained optimization program, to calculate the appropriate modal integrals and
The forced response analysis _00 is then used to the difference between the actual and optimum modal _'._ |
verify the vibration characteristics of the new frequencies. Frequency placement end model shaping
blade design in the outer optimization loop, where are accomplished by simultaneously driving these
closed-loop optimization can also be performed, parameters to zero via minimization of a quadratic I
performance index that consists of the weighted sum I
O-- = ueighting matrix, _Z, is used to reflect the
[PRELIMINARY_.T,,Is.O. relative importance of each vibration parameter. "{
' 'l VIBRATION The constrained optimization program used forCONSTRAINEDI ANALYSIS the results presented in this paper is COPES/CONHIN
IOPTIMIZATIONi _
L PR_RAM J (Refs. 4 and 5), _ich is based on the Hethod ofFeasible Directions. This program minimlaes the
- performance index in an iterative manner. At each
step, it attempts to satisfy all specified con- t
Fig. 10. Optimization Approach for Vibration straints, which may be either explicit or implicit !
functions of the design variables. As shown by the
dashed line in Fig. 12, blade frequencies and modal 1
The simplified vibration analysis is based on integrals can also be included as constraints
the assumption that appropriate modal parameters rather than added to the performance index. Based
can be defined that indirectly relxte changes in on gradient and functional information for the
vlbra_ion characteristics to changes in blade objective and constraint functions, COPES/CONMIN
3U9
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• utoteddeinpocdurudto/ NATURALFREOUENCY achieve an optimized design (modified Design A)DESIGNP_AMETERS(_ ANALYSTS"._ (M_S STIFFNESS) FREOUENCtES(w) having the desired dynamic characteristics sho_ inANDMODESHAPES(_) Fig. 13. As shown in this flgure, the automatedI ' ! design procedure met all the criteria specified forthe primary vibration parameters. Further_re,
t _NSTRAINED _ CONST_IN/S PARAMET[_S,2_ these significant changes in dynamic characteris-
(w-w_JfCN_Jo_ tics were achieved while allowing only e 4 pert=at
.- PUtnAM I [ INERTIA# 1 J increase in blade weight. In order _o obtain this
t PERFORMANCEINDEX ] design, blade weight was added to th_ performanceI h
_1 zTwzz F index to be minimized along with the frequency and
modal shaping criteria. In addition to practicalupper and lower bounds placed on each design vari-
able, constraints were applied to the first two
"\ flatwise _dal integrals to emphasize their impoL't-
_: Fig. 12. Automated Design Procedure for Vibration
ante and to ensure satisfaction of a thresholdBased on Simplified Approach
value of ±0.005. Note that this value corresponds
2 to the dashed line shown in Fig. 13 and represents
calculates necessar'_ changes in the design vari- reductions of eighty and ninety percent in the
ables to further reduce the perfermance index at first two flatwise modal integrals, respectlvety.
the current iteration. The necessary gradients are As added benefits, the second flatwise frequency
"" calculated by finite differences, was driven away from 5/rev and the first edgewise
_-. modal integral was reduced by over 95 percent.
: Analytical Results
_ The simplified approach outlined in Figs. lO
_'_t through 12 was used to optimize the previously 3b 55 55_ [ [] OPTIMIZEDESIGN
_2_ described baseline articulated rotor operating at a _ [ (MODDES_GNA)
_i,_i steady 160 kt flight condition. Thirty (30)design _ ,[
_i variables were used to tailor three selected modes. " -0o49
edgewise bending stlffnesses and the mass at each
._ of ten (tO) spanwise blade stations. Optimum 003_
: frequency and _dal integral values were specified
' for three selected _des to give a total of slx (6) ,:_ , o02_ H !
vibration parameters to be reduced. As discussed
mlHin the last section on blad_ design for reduced. vibration, _00 was used to identify the key modesend the associated frequency placement and modal
shaping criteria for the articulated rotor ..... _J_000s I
"' investigated. The three _des selected were the _ _llm--H-_-- -_--
first and second elastic flatwise modes and the _fl _f2 _el Of1 ¢f2 ¢el BLADEWEIGHT,
first elastic edgewise mode. These modes were FREQUENCIES,PERREV MODAL INTEGRALS, ND Ibf
selected to reduce the response of the two inplane _'_-c--
hub shears, which were identified as primary Fig. 13. Dynamic Characteristics of the Baseline
contributors to fuselage vibration in this and Optimized Blade Designs
'" rotorcraft. The modal integral used for each mode
included a cubic weighting function of the blade Figure 14 compares the final mass distribution
spanwlse loca,i J (x) to approximate the airloading for the optimized blade design (modified Design A)
for this hlgh speed flight condition, to the distribution for the baseline production
blade. The cross-hatched region represents blade
Analytical studies with G400 indicated the root-end hardware which was not modified. _ileg
L., potential for reduced vib.'tion response in this the blade weight for both the production blade and
articulated rotor if the first elastic flatwise and the optimized design were about the same, the mass
edgewise frequencies could be tuned to the range of distributions were significantly different. The
3.2 to 3.5/rev and 5.5 to 5.7/rev, respectively, automated design procedure' shifted almost 15 lbs
._ These studies also showed shaping of the first and from mid-span to the outer 25 percent of the blade.
second elastic flatwise _des to be of prime impor- This was r:quired to achieve the substantial
lance. Thus, the overall objectives of the design increase specified in the first flatwise natural
! problem were to meet the specified frequency frequency. AJ an added benefit, the increased massp*
q criteria, to drive the first two flatwise _dal outboard also improves rotor auto-rotation charsc-
'_ integrals with cubic weighting to _ero, and to teristics. About a 40 percent increase in edge-
_ maintain about the same blade weight if possible, wise stiffness across _st of the blade spin was
The second flatwise frequency and the first edge- required to achieve the high frequency specified I
wise _dal integral were monitored but not included for the first elastic edgewise mode. Changes made
"] in the performance index, by the analysis in flatwise structural stiffness
350
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'" 10 fuselage. Reference 20 presents an excellent •
t -- BASELINE(:001b) review of past analytical and experimental work in
.... OPTIMIZEDESIGN(1041b, helicopter higher harmonic control. More recently,
(MOD0ESIGNA) the concept of closed-loop HHC has been success-
/_ " 0.8 fully demonstrated in flight tests (Ref. 21).
!
r. J _ In recent years. UTRC has focused on the
analytical development, evaluation, and refinement
i , of closed-loop self-adaptive higher harmonic con- '
trol algorithms. References 22 and 23 present the
0.6 results for a numerical simulation of a closed-loop
=///i
• ' dm ,/.. ' deterministic control algorithm. The simulation
'_ da ._ F was based upon a Black Hawk (US-60) aircraft flying
(ID/in) //// J at various steady flight conditions. References 7
f//_
• , 04_a///_ and 8 present the results of a more recent analyt- ,
_t //.I/_ ical study involving a simulation of the 8-34 rotor
///_ mounted on the NASA _es Rotor Test Apparatus (RTA) I////
.-Ibr/////// of the 40 x 80 ft wind tunnel. This investigation
///L i//// involved the refinement and evaluation of alterna-
f/// 1
0.2 ////--...J"'"_'"t.=._ live controller configurations in order to compare
_///6 ',//// their perfo_ance and to more fully understand the i
"_ //// effects of tuning parameters within the algorithms.
A generic controller computer code was developed to
:: ,_ I I 1 I give the capability to readily define many dither - i
0 50 1_ 150 200 250 ent algorithms by selecting from three control
SPANWISELOCATION(in.) approaches (deterministic, cautious, and dual), two _
"_' linear system models (local and global), and sever- _
Fig. 14. Comparison of Mass Distributions for
al methods of limiting control. The generic con-
_: Baseline and Optimized Blade Designs troller is currently being used in analytical stud-
_: ies in preparation for open- and closed-loop flight
- " along the blade span were insignificant, since tests of the SikorsKy S-76 (Ref. 24). An overview
flatwise frequency and _de shape requirements were of the generic controller, analytlcal simulation of
accomplished through changes in the spanwise mass closed-loop control, and results presented in de-
distribution, tail in Ref. 7 is given below. :
- }
, Tee vibration characteristics for the Generic Active Controller
optimized blade design dete_ined by the simplified 1
- automated design procedure were verified in _00. Figure 15 shows the computer simulation used ,
These characteristics were presented in Figs. 2 and to evaluate and compare the performance of the
3 and were discussed in the section on blade design alternative algorithms included in the generic
for reduced vibration. In sugary, the two inplane active controller. This simulation of closed-loop
hub shear components were reduced by over 65 control is achieved by linking the generic control- ._
percent and the vertical shear by 20 percent. As a ler to a nonlinear aeroelastic analysis (G400), _i
result, predicted reductions in vibration on the which simulates the rotorcraft by calculating the
order of 50 percent were achieved in cockpit and _. l
cabin vibration. _._
,, Furthe_ore, significant reductions in flat- _ SIMULATION _ISENSOR_I INDEX
wise and edgewise bending stresses and in torsional G_00 ]I ]II JZ =ZTWZ Z
stress ell along the blade span were predicted. __ { t ROTORCRAFTSYSTEM [Reductions of nearly 50 percent ware achieved at ....
all the critical stress areas (outboard flatwise, ]A_ ACTIVE
the lack of stress constraints and stress terms in EXI HARMONIC
the performance index. I
LClosed,-Loop Higher He_onic Control
i implement higher harmonic control (HHC) in closed- MINIMUM . PARAMETER
':-: VARIANCE qDENTIF[ER
-..: loop fashion potentially allows significant vlbre- CONTROL T=aZ/O0
_'4 lion reduction be achieved the flight
i_ envelope. In this approach, higher ha_onic bladeroot pitch, whic can be input through the standar
sweshplate configuration, is used ¢o _dify blade Fig, 15 Simulation of Active Vibration Control
eirloads and reduce harmonic blade forcing of the System
I t : _, _ . . • ' _ _ _ ""
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vibration response at a set of fixed-system sensor for uncertainties in identified system parameters
locations. Based on this response and on-line according to the onderlylng assumptions of the
identification of system parameters, the active control approach being used. These uncertainties
controller calculates and cormands the HHC inputs are reflected in Pi," the covariance matrix calcu-
required to further reduce vibration in the fuse- lated by the Kalman filter identification algo-
lage. These commanded inputs are imposed on the rlthm. The effect of this stochastic control term 4
rotor by the G400 analysis with the inputs pre- is determined by 8, and the arbitrary stochastic
scribed by the rotating system components (i.e., 3, control constant _. Finally, the last two terms
4 and 5 per rev). For computational efficiency, a use diagonal weighting matrices Wo and WAO to
constant inflow model has been used in G400. No inhibit excessive control amplitudes and rates of
measurement noise was simulated in this initial change in con_" I, respectively. This "internal
investigation, limiting" is :d not only to satisfy hardware
requirements, but also to enhance controller
_t Regardless of the control approach or system performance.
" model implemented by the generic controller, there I
are two fundamental characteristics of the active For the deterministic control approach, B is i
- controller: (1) a quasi-static linear transfer set to zero, since all system parameters are
matrix (T-matrix) relationship between the vibes- assumed to be explicitly known despite the fact
lion response and the HHC inputs is assumed and (2) that only estimates for the T-matrix are available, i
the T-matrix is identified on-line to account for In the cautious approach, it is recognized that
-' changes due to system nonlinearities or variations some of the system parameters are only estimates, " |
J .
in flight condition. Each control approach can be end control inputs are implemented more cautiously
• based on one of two system models. The local model than for the deterministic approach. This is
_i linearizes the system T-matrix about the current accomplished by setting _ equal to one. The f
-_ _
vibration response, g, while the global model resulting positive stochastic control term has a
_j linearizes about the uncontrolled vibration level, similar effect to that of WAO or We, depending on
go (zero HHC), which must also be identified, the system model, but is dependent on the uncer- }
_I_ tainty in the identified T-matrlx, as reflected by _
_=I As shown in Fig. 15, accurate identification Pi" In the dual control approach, an attempt is ._
I of the T-matrix, as well as go for the global made to improve long term system identification by
"_ model, is important for good vibration reduction, actively probing the system, while maintaining good
r since the minimum variance control algorithms all control. In the gereric controller, this is
: depend explicitly on the estimates of these parsm- achieved with a negative value for B. The effect, _:
eters. The method used for estimating and analagous to reductions in weighting placed on
" tracking these system parameters is discussed in control inputs, causes the system probing inherent
_2 detail in Ref. 7. In short, each row of the T- to the dual controller. Whereas the cautious
:. matrix is considered to be a time-varying state controller penalizes control when identification is
vector, which is tracked by a Kalman filter identi- poor, the dual controller increases control, t
fication algorithm.
_" Finally, Fig. 15 shows that the active
Once system identification is completed, the controller externally limits the optimum control '"zo
required change in control for minimum vibration in inputs calculated by the minimum variance control
the ith control update is calculated by • minimum algorithm before implement.ng new inputs in the ,. z
variance control algorithm (Ref. 7). This algo- rotorcraft simulation. This is referred to as _. -_
; rithm is based on minimization of a quadratic external limiting since it is done outside the
"" performance index that consists of a weighted sum minimum variance control algorithm and without
of the squares of the input and output variables, regard to optimality of the resulting solution.
The performance index can be written in matrix With external limiting, satisfaction of absolute
notation as follows: control limits can be ensured. In contrast,
internal limiting, which ia accomplished by
w  jm+oIwooi.oTw o Biappropriatetuning w,ightingmat ice.,"o
3 and WA0, takes into account the desire to inhibit
"" magnitudes and rates of change of control while
where _i=Aei for the local model end _i "(8_1 I)T for calculating the optimum solution.
the global model. The index B acts as a switching
i function dependent on the control approach used. Analytical Results
The performance index 2 is • function of not only
_:i the vector of computed harmonics of vibration (Z), The aeroelastic simulation of the rotorcraft
-j but also the vector of pitch control inputs (O) end in Refs. 7 and 8 was based on • fully ert;_,,_sted,
incremental change in control (_0). In the first four-bladed H-34 rotor mounted on the Rotor Test
term, Wz is a diagonal weighting matrix used to Appscat,._ (RTA), which is used to represent the
.. reflect the relative importance of each vibration fuselage in full scale rotor tests in the NASA Ames
component. This term, referred to later as the 40 x 80 ft wind tunnel. Vibration response infot-
vibration index, is indicative of overall effec- mation was calculated at six locations in th_ _TA.
._ tiveness in reducing vibration. The second term is These components included three orthogonal direc-
used to modify the controller algorithms to account lions (vertical, longitudinal, e_ lateral) end _'
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[ were spread throughout the RTA (nose, main cross- 0.4
A steady level-flight condition was aelected
for the initial tuning and evaluation of all o _ 02
.f/ ' primary controller configurations. Thls baseline _ _ _! ..
• condition had a forward velocity of 150 kt and a _ _ O.
_ nominal value of 0.058 for C_/o (8250 lb thrust).
,'. Based on these results, a representative controller
configuration was selected and tuned for each of 0100 _ DETERMINISTIC,W_o
.... CAUTIOUS
! the three control approaches. All three control- _ | -._ DUAL, _0MAx
.: lers were based on the global system model. The , N 0075I ! ,i
. ' deterministic controller used internal weighting on _
' A8 with NSe t° malntain an acceptable rate °f _ 0050I i i
_, change of control. The cautious controller used __
neither external nor internal A8 limiting, but
inherently slowed down the implementation of 0025_
control via the stochastic control term. The dual
controller used external rate limiting to allow the 0r. , , , ,
i herent perturbations in control inputs to occur 0 10 15 20 25 30
without excessively compromising short term con- ROTOR REVOLUTIONS "
trol. The performance of these controllers were i
_ subsequently evaluated st several steady flight Fig. 16. Time History of Vibration Index and 3 Per
_, conditions and during several short duration maneu- Rev Control at Baseline Flight Condition
_.-" vers as discussed below. (V ffi150 kt CTIO = 0.058)
_ Steady Level Fli_ht Conditions - Figure 16 i
_ presents the G400 predicted results for each of the the vibration index. In contrast, the dual con- j
_, three controllers operating closed-loop at the troller exhibited a tendency to probe the system by
basellne flight condition. The simulation included perturbatlng the higher harmonic cyclic inputs.
_- three revs of uncontrolled flight to allow initial This probing initially resulted in a slight degra-
numerical transients to die out before activating dation in short term control as can be seen in the
each controller at rev 4. Figure 16 _hows pre- vibration index. After identification improved,
. dicted time histories of the vibration index JZ and system probing diminished and the final controller
the amplitude of the 3 per rev HHC input commanded solution was as good as that of the deterministic I
by each control approach. 9/bile not shown, 4 and 5 and cautious controllers. The dual controller's I '
per rev inputs commanded by each controller had tendency to probe the system was somewhat inhibited ;
similar time histories. Since the vibration index by an application of external rate limits. Nithout
is a weighted sum of the squares of all the vlbra- these limits, the perturbation in control inputs
tion components being actively controlled, it is a used to probe the system were much larger and i ._
_- good indicator of overall controller performance in resulted in _,ch worse short term control before i
reducing vibration. Note that the vibration index converging to • final solution. !plotted involves only the first term shown in Eq. I(1). Nhile the other terms are important to Figure 17 compares the uncontrolled 4 per rev _._
o_erall controller performance and stability, they vibration levels at rev 4 to those at rev 30 with
are not indicative of vibration reduction achieved active control. All three controllers substan-
by the controller, tially reduced vibration at all locations except
the two lateral components that had very low
Figure 16 shows that all three controllers did initial levels of vibration, which were maintained. I
! an excellent job of reaching a new steady vibration Reductions in vibration for the four primary compo-
! level that is greatly reduced from the uncontrolled heats were between 75 and 95 percent.
i vibration level at rev 4. After only two revs of
active control, both the deterministic and cautious Also shown in Fig. 17 are the fixed system hub
controllers achieved and maintained at least a 90 vibrations. Note that angular accelerations have
percent reduction in the vibration index. The dual been multiplied by I ft to be plotted in g's in
controller required about 5 revs of active control this figure. The two largest contributors (verti-
to achieve the same level. By ray 10, all three cal and longitudinal) were reduced oy all three
controllers had essentially converged to a value of controllers. A substantial 75 percent decrease in
__ the vibration index that was only 3 percent of the the longitudinal component was achieved, while a
._ uncontrolled value, more modest 20 percent reduction was achieved inthe vertical component. The other four components,
This figure also shows the time history of which were smaller initially, remained at about the
,. 3 per rev HHC amplitude con_nanded by the three same levels. The reductions in vibration in the 1
-'_ controllers. The deterministic and cautious con- RTA were achieved by a combination of reduced i
trollers smoothly increased the amplitude of all forcing at the rotor hub and vectorial cancella- i
three control inputs, while continually reducing tlons of hub component contributions, t _ '
!-
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flight conditions studied to date, no distinct
(REV30) advantage in terms of controller performance has
005 _O NOHHC I been identified for either the deterministic or
"_ HJDETERMINISIlC'WAA ] cautious control approaches. The dual controller,
_ II mDUAL,_eMAx I tendedto h.vewor,e shorttermcontrolsnd
%_ _ somewhat more oscillatory behavior due to system
_ probing. The baseline deterministic and cautious{{
_ 002 i controllers were relatively insensitive to less+_+ 1+ I_1111.i_ tha optimum tuning of inter al parameter+
I However, it should be noted that the use of
Oi _ internal limiting in the deterministic approach
VERT LAT LONG PITCH ROLL YAW dramatically improved controller stability and
m 025 performance compared to that achieved with external
"_ rl limiting. The use of properly tuned internal
020 II weightings on control inputs significantly improved
I_ the deterministic controller performance accordin_
N _ in the first step of active control; faster ,:onver-
> 010 genre; significantly greater reduction in vibrationw
at convergence; and smaller final control inputs.005 •
The dual controller was very sensitive to the
= 0 F_II_ r_ ' tuning of I. It remains to evaluate the effect of
LAT VERT LONG VERT LAT VERT measurement noise on the performance of each
NOSE CROSS BEAM TAIL control approach.
VIBRATIONCOMPONENTLOCATIONS Short Duration Maneuvers - Each of the three
IN ROTORTEST APPARATUS controllers was also evaluated during several short
duration maneuvers, while using the same initial T-
Fig. 17. Effect of Active Control on 4 Per Rev matrix and tuning developed at the steady baseline
Vibration at Baseline Flight Condition condition. Each of the maneuvers involved an
(V = 150 kt, CT/o = 0.058) increase in rotor thrust from the initial steady
baseline condition, CT/O ffi 0.058, via step and
ramp changes in collective pitch during an other-
In addition to the baseline flight condition, wise steady flight condition at 150 kt. These
each of the three controllers was also evaluated changes in collective pitch resulted in 40 to 50
over a range of forward velocities from 112 to 150 percent increases in rotor thrust relatz_e to the
kt at a nominal value of 0.058 for CT/O and over baseline condition. After all transients subsided,
a range of rotor thrusts having values of 0.058 to the final flight condition corresponded to one of
0.085 for CT/O at a velocity of 150 kt. Between 75 the steady flight conditions investigated (i.e.,
to 95 percent reductions in vibration were achieved CT/O = 0.08 or 0.085). For each of th_se maneu-
by all three controllers at all steady flight vers, the active controllers remained stable, main- ;
conditions. These reductions in the individual rained peak vibration response well below uncon-
; "components in vibration correspond t,, at least a 97 trolled levels, and reduced vibration to the same
percent reduction in the vibration index at all levels achieved at equivalent steady conditions, v_.;
steady flight conditions. Convergence to an Retuning of the controllers was necessary to
; acceptable control solution occurred quickly and achieve satisfactory performance during some maneu-
smoothly. After 5 control updates, at least an vers. Without retuning, the local model was much
eighty percent reduction in the vibration index was more oscillatory and required more time to converge
achieved and maintained. These results were than the global model during maneuvers. This may
obtained at all steady flight conditions with no _ndlcate that the local model is more sensitive to
retuning of the controller and with the same tuning at different 'flight conditions or perhaps
initial T-mat,'ixdeveloped and used at the baseline more sensitive to inaccurate vibration response
(V=lb0 kc, CT/O=O.058) flight condition. The information due to transient effects. Detailed
required amplitudes of 3, 4, and 5 per rev control results for the various steady flight conditions
increased with both velocity and rotor thrust, but and short duration maneuver# are presented in Ref.
were each less than 1.0 degree for all steady 7. The results for the maneuvers investigated
flight conditions, indicate the need for further evalu_tlon during
extended continuous maneuvers.
All the steady flight results presented above
for the global system model are generally applic- Blade Stresses and Rotor Performance
able to the local model as well. It was not until Increases in rotor blade stresses were noted at
controller performance was evaluated during the most flight conditions investigated. However,
short duration maneuvers discussed below that any results al_ suggest that the penalty of increased
significant difference in controller behavior due vibratory blade loads may be reduced by tailoring
to system model was noticed. From the steady of HHC inputs with unequal We weighting. It may
354
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+also be possible to alleviate the increases in
stress, without compromising vibration reduction, HINGEAJ(IS_s
_," by including appropriately weighted terms represen-
tative of blade stresses in the performance index
• shown in gq. (I). While these approaches were not
_ pursued, certain results did indicate that they
. might be feasible. For example, multiple control
i solutions resulting in similar vibratio._ reduc-
tions, but having different effects on _otor blade
stresses, were obtained. One s'.ch solution
involved an arbitrary eliminatlor of 5 per rev
control at the highest thrust condition investl- Fig. 18. Blade Vibration Control Device -- Passive
c gated. The result was relatively small increases Tuned Tab
in blade stresses and excellent reductions in
2# vibration. The increase in blade stresses were ness and natural frequency, and is secondary to
• much smaller than those where 5 per rev control was that obtained from the effective camber change for
implemented, even though vibration reductions for this concept. When the tab deflects harmonically,
' both cases were comparable, the alrloads and pitching moment created by the tab
deflection are also harmonic. Therefore, to derive
' A degradation in rotor performance was alsn benefit from the tab, the tab motion must be
• noted at many flight conditions. At the baseline correctly phased to cancel the inherent harmonic
" ' condition, the application of HHC caused an airloadlng that excites the blade flatwlse modes
_' and produces vibration.
_i increase in required torque on the order of 5
:" percent. An analytical study o£ the effect of The driving forces on the tab are its _m
_1 closed-loop HHC on rotor performance should be inertial loadlng as the blade flaps and pitches
performed when using a variable in[ion* model that (rigid body and flexible motions) and the aero-
_t includes unsteady aerodynamic effects. Again, it dynamic forces arising from blade and tab motion.
may be possible, if necessary, to guide the By increasing the offset of the tab center of gray-
controller tc better control solutiovs in terms of ity from the hinge, the inertial forcing can be
rotor performance, as well as :ibration, by increased. For a tab located at the blade tip,
including a term indicative of rotor torque in the most of the vertical harmonic motion would come
performance index, from the response of the flexible flatwise modes
and nearly all of the torsion motion would be due
Blade Appended beroelastlc Device to the response of the blade first torsion mode.
Hence, there is a direct relationship between the
. i In addition to alleviating vibration through motion that is inertially forcing the tab to de-
blade design and active pitch control, the use of flect and the vibration that is a result of that
blade appended aeroelastic devices has been analyt- same motion. Therefore, the success of this con-
ically explored at UTRC. One such device, as cept depends on correctly sizing and placing the
reported in Ref. 9, is a passive tuned tab shJwn in tab along the rotor blade span and choosing its
Fig. 18. The objective of this tab is to create mass and natural frequency to achieve the maximum
harmonic airloadlng of favorable amplitude and vectorial cancellation of inherent harmonic air-
phase to cancel the inherent harmonic airloadlng loading.
which acts as a source of main rotor vibration.
" Physically, the passive blade tab is appended near An initial analytical evaluation of this con- _
_. the trailing edge of a standard rotor blade by some cept has been conducted (Ref. 9) using the CA00
hinge configuration so that the tab can deflect rotor aeroelastic analysis (Ref. 6), together with
freely about the hinge. The hinge could be mechan- data for a realistic hellcopter rotor blade
ical in nature with bearings or it could be made of (UH-60A, Blawk Hawk) in high speed flight (175
: a composite material that has a large allowable kts). Variations in tab mass, frequency, and ten-
strain such that the tab is actually "taped" to the ter-of-gravity location were investigated for two
blade by the composite hinge. The latitude in tab spanwlse locations. While some modest reduc-
_ selecting the spring rate of the tab would provide lions in the inplane components (longitudinal and
a dynamic tuning capability; the spring rate could lateral) of vibratory hub shear were predicted,
I be provided either m, hanicslly or by the elastic- unacceptable increases in the vertical component
t ity of the material £or a composite hinge, have been predicted for the blade/tab as configured
- in the study. The reason for the vertical shear
-_ The basis of the concept, as described in Ref. i_crease remains to be determined before any
9, is as follows: when a rotor blade tab deflects, further investigation to determine if other config-
it creates an incremental alrload and pitching urstions have potential for overall vibration re-
moment on the rotor blade as a result of the duttion.
increased =_mber. The pitching moment also creates
an additional airloading on the rotor blade by Vibratory Airloads
elasti_ twisting to create an incremental angle-of-
attack. The importance of this source of airload- An ongoing activity at UTRC has been directed
ing is closely tied to the blade torsional stiff- toward the development of helicopter airload meth-
355
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i odology and the advancement of the understanding of
_i vibratory airloads of the rotor and fuselage. A tOP
i are presented in Reds. 10 to 19. This _ctivity has
; included investigations of rotor wake and airflow,
• unsteady airloads related to dynamic stall, blade
airload coupling with blsdp response and aeroelas- 4
tic flexibility, and both rotor/fuselage and
rotor/empennage interactional aerodynamics.
_! SIDE
Wake Induced Blade Airloads
A recent investigation of helicopter rotor
wake geometry and its influence in forward flight
is reported in Refs. I0 and II and summarized in
Ref. 12. This analytical investigation was con- I
ducted to generalize the wake geometry of a hell- Fig. 19. Predicted Distorted Tip Vortex Geometry i
copter rotor in forward flight and to demonstrate
the influence of including wake deformation in the _:
prediction of rotor alrloads and performance. _!
Predicted distortions of the tip vortex of each
blade relative to the classical undistorted geom- "
etry were generalized for vortex age, blade azi- i
muth, advance ratio, thrust coefficient, rotor disc
attitude, and number of blades based on a repre- :
sentative blade design. A computer module and _
charts (Ref. II) were developed for approximating =
wake geometry and identifying wake boundaries and }
locations of blade-vortex passage. Predicted H-34
rotor airloads for several rotor inflow/wake models (_Tpp= -I ° ,,t_/[
were compared with test data for several flight
conditions.
i
An example of the tip vortex geometry in for- Fig. 20. Isometric View of Generallzed Distorted
ward flight (30 kts), as predicted by the UTRC Neke Tip Vortices
Geometry Analysis (Ref. 13), is shown in Fig. 19.
A sample isometric view of distorted tip vortices retreating blade (Fig. 22). For higher speed
from the generalized wake model is shown in Fig. flight the vibratory airloads are concentrated at
20. The characteristic walls distortion features the outboard region of the advancing side where s
observed from experimental results are pres_ _ _n characteristic "up-down" impulse occurs. This is
the _cedicted tip vor x geom,_ties. The forward exemplified in Fig. 23 where the airloads are shown i -_
and lateral sides of the wake are distorted toward for the H-34 rotor operating at ll0 kts (0.29 ad- :
the rotor relative to the undistorted wake model, vance ratio), as measured in a wind tuunel (Ref.
This results in close blade-vortex passages which 26). These ai_load characteristics have been shown _. [,can introduce severe local azimuthal and span ise by Hooper (Boeing-Vertol) in Ref. 27 to be surpris-
gradients in blade alrloads which are not predicted ingly consistent for different hellcopte_s with "
with uniform inflow and undistorted wake (rigid substantisl differences in size, trim, and number
wake) analytical models. This is shown in Fig. 21 of blades per rotor. In this reference_ the com-
where the predicted airloads (blade llft distribu- blned higher harmonic components of airloadlng
lions) based on the different inflow/wake models (harmonics 3-I0) are plotted for several aircraft
are presented in the form of surface contour plots, and, with some exceptions at high speed, these
As indicated, inclusion of tip vortex deformation vibratory components are shown to be characteris-
in the wake model results in increased higher hat- tically consistent.
monir content in the airload prediction. The out-
board a_van_ing side of the rotor typically exhib- The ability to predict the vibratory airload-
its the moJt severe vibratory alrloed gradients ing characteristics is depicted in Fig. 22 from
with significant but lesser variations on the out- Refs. l0 and 12, where the results of combining
board retreating side. This is exemplified in the the Sikorsky Generalised Performance Analysis (air-
H-34 air!oad test data shown in Fig. 22, taken from loads), the trrRc Rotorcraft Wake Analysis (induced
Ref. !d , as aco.Jired at 48 kts (0.129 advance airflow) and the UTRC Wake Geometry Analysis (dis-
r#Lio) in flight test (Ref. 25). totted wake) are presented for the H-34, 48 kt
condition. The general ability to predict the
Typical of low speed transition conditions, a induced airflow of the rotor wake in the vicinity
sharp "down-_,_' impulse is applied to the tip re- of the blades is shown through comparisons with
gion of the advancing blade and an "up-down" laser velocimeter and other test data in Rail. 15 *
impulse is applied to the tip region of the and 16. The influence of wake distortions on blade
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=irloeds is describe! in these te_erence= to b_ wake distortions and related alrloed influence are
related to the degree of proximity of the tip vor- =st complex at lov advance ratios, uhere thn dif-
aloes to the rotor blades and the number of locl- liculty of accurate wnke geometry and eirloedi
lions of close blade-vortex passages, For steady prediction is compounded by the larger number of
level flight, the wake influence 8,merelly in- close bledeivortex passige_ and by blade-vortex
I creases with de_reasing advance ratios, decreasing impingement due ro the =ov, .. . of the tip vortices
disc attitude end increasing number of bladel. The above and thell down through the rotor disk.
i
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li The prediction of tip vortex distortions, ping or cyclic pitch. The one per rev eirLoeds "_
' which are in close proximity to the blades at cause one nor ray response of the blade modes. The
_ localized regions of the rotor, results in a high resulting one per rev motions create 2 and 3 per
_l sensitivity of pred;.cted alrloads to small differ- rLv alrloads. These alrlosds in turn cause 2, 3,
ences in tip vortex geometry and the theoretical 4, and 5 per roy response cf the blade modes and soi
blade-vortex aerodynamic interaction model used. on. Different blade modes re,pond more than oLhers
This sensitivity is demonstrated in Refs. I0 and due to resonant type responses, and cause vioration 4
12. For example, the airload predictions in Fig. from the c, mblnation of inertial, elastic, and
22 resulted from the use of all expanded vortex core direct airloading. Thus, significant vibratory
model to simulate vortex bursting near close blade airloads are crtated by blade --otions and elastic
passages. Both higher and lower amplitude_ of response as well as wake induced, compressibility,
vibratory airloading on the advancing and retreat- and dynamic stall effects.
ing sides were "redicted with other vortex core
models and sm_ll variations in wake geometry Interactional Rotor-Fuselase birloeds _,
(blade-vortex spacing). Although the need for
further analytical refinement is evident, the de- In order to accurately predict coupled rotor-
gree to which the analysis, with a distorted wake fuselage vibrations, it is necessary to consider
model, was able to reproduce Lhe measured airload the aerodynamic interaction of the individual com-
distributions is encouraging and indicative that, ponents of the hulicopter. In Re,. 17 i' is shown
with future emphasis on blade-vortex interaction that the presence of the fuselage distorts the
modeling, wake methodolgy has the potential to rotor airflow and wake ceusing two-per-rev as well _/
provide a useful predictive tool for vibratory as other harmonic airload excitations at the rotor.
airloads. Examples from Re,. 17 of the calcutated _ffect of
the airframe pres:nce on the rotor inflow veloci-
Wake geometry and blade-vortex intersection ties and inner blade angle-of-attack distribution _ !
: plots in Refs. lO and 27 indicate the source of _he are shown in Fig. 24. Here, the influence of the !
i impulsive type airloads on the advancing and fuselage on the rotor inflow velocities 'AVN) is
retreating sides to be at least partially attrib- shown as predicted using the Sikorsky fuselage
utable to close blade-vortex interaction. It is panel method (NABAT) for a _elati_ely low rotor
shown that the blade passes close to s nearly
! parallel tip vortex from a preceding blade in the 8UP,' _---
I first quadrant s_d the fourth quadrant of the ,_OUCED _ _ "_
i rotor. At higher flight speeds, where the vibra- VELOCITIES_'_
i tory alrloading is predominantly on the advancing AT_OTOR_ \\
side, the vibratory airloads are caused by a com- _/AV=' \\\\
.\
tions, and the characteristic blade "Hach tuck" _ s // _ "_._ N \pheno _enon. This phenomenon is known to result 0
from the aft movement of the blade aerodynamic / /005_ _. _.'-O025X\_N ---nn/
center, due to compressibillty, which results in a [ [ [ ( 010 _r=...r=..__\_I!
nose down pitching moment for positive lift and p
corresponding blade torsional deformation. This FUSELAGEANGLE OF/TTACK = -8 ° _..
produces a negative azimuthal gradient in blade POSITIVE AVNIV = UPWASH
lift. Blade sweep has been used to co.mte this IF : 28
effect in the advancing side negative lift region. _. '
In Re,. 27, it is hypothesized that the "up-down" 15 _ _..-V = 80 KNOTS
impulse on the advancing side at high speee condi- ROTOR _ fIR=030
tions is opposite to the "down-up" impu=se st lower _ 10 [
speeds due to the opposite directi_._ of vorticity _ _----_ [
produced by the negative lift region at the tip at _ _ _O'-_A-_O_
high speed" In hi'h speed flight' vlbrat°ry eir" _ '"I _\X,, /" idynamic stall as shown and predicted in Re,. 18. /
birloads From Blade _otions _ :
The mechanism by which vibratory alrloeds _ - 5 OF BOOY-
couple with blade motions and m_dal response are
described in Re,. 1. A primary source _f vibratory I I . I
airloads in forward flight is the interhermonic -I0 0 100 200 300 400
coupling of airloeds sad blade response that i
increases with forward speed. As mentioned AZIM H ANGLE. PEG ,
eer_ier, the phenomenon can be viewed es a cascade
effect (Fig. l), starting with the basic character- Fig. 26. Predicted EDdy Induced Velocities at
istic of helicopter rotors in forward flight. One Rotor Plane and Body Effect on Itotor
per rev eirlosds ere creeled by either blade flap- Angle of Attack Distribution]
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configuration (IF=2.8). (The interference factor, test data. Sample results are shown in Fig. _5
, IF, defined in Ref. 17, is representative of the for the 6 per rev alrloads of the CH-53A horizontal
ratio of the fuselage upper surface area to the stabilizer that are induced by the wake of the six-
rotor hub to fuselage distance.) The perturbation bladed rotor at a high speed condition (159 kts).
of the flow field at the rotor disc produces
_" chat.ges in the blade local angle-of-attack dlstri-
butions which influence the blade response and d 4.0-- /_
alrloads. Also in Fig. 24, the angle-of-attack _ T£Sr /
distributlon at one radlal station is presented as _ 20 q_,oSp_ ,/
predicted using the OrRC Rotorcraft Wake Analysis _ /
: coupled with the Sikorsky Oenerallz _ Rotor Perfor-
mance Analysis. In additlon to two-per-rev, there _ O' i_ !
is a significant third harmonic content in the _ -2.0 //
_ increment rep:_sentlng the body induced effect. _ i I / _HEOnYFor low rotor configurations, this should be con-
., sidered zn computations of the vibration spectrum. _ _°_
i
D -4. - _1
• The influence of the rotor airflow on fuselage I | I
vibratory alrloading must also be considere_ 0 30 60
Experimental results have indicated that the rotor TIME(_)DEG
blades and wake can produce significant oscillating
y _uselage pressures at principally the fundamental Fig. 25. Unsteady Airloads Induced by Rotor Wake .
_ blade passage frequency. These pressur_ pulses on Empennage Lifting Surface
_, have been recognized as a fuselage vibration mech-
_; anism, but this mechanism and its effect have not
_. been fully investigated analytically. Methodology Concludln_ Remarks
is currently being developed at lrrRC to approximate
_" the rotor wake deformation due to the fuselage and Analytical studies have demonstrated the
_- to calculate the unsteady fuselage pressures, potential of various approaches to alleviate heli-
copter vibration. The approaches described herein
_ Interactional Rotor - Empennage Airloads should be considered to be complementary rather_
than entirely competitive, glade design for vibra-
__ The kotorcraft Wake Analysis and laser veloc- lion is the most desirable approach if vibration
imeter measurements have been used at UTRC to reduction can be achieved throughout the flight
demonstrate the significant influence of the rotor regime without penalties in performance, stresses,
T wake on fluctuating flow velocities in the vicinity and weight. However, it may still be necessary to
of tail surfaces (Ref. 16). More recently, a rum- complement design optimization with other
i puter program (RTEVA) has been developed that pre- approaches such as active higher harmonic control
dicta the unsteady airloads that are imposed on the to achieve the industry goal of 0.I g vibration
empennage surfaces due to its aerodynamic interne- levels.
- tion with the main rotor wake :el. 19). A rotor
w.lke program is used tn dete_ine the position and A blade design study has been conducted to ;
the _trength of blade tip vortices that pass near identify important contributiug components and
the empennage surfaces. A nonlinear lifting sur- establish appropriate vibration criterid. The
- face analysis is utilized to predict the aerody- availability of optimization techniques makes the _
namic loads on the empennage surfaces in the design process more tractable and allows new
presence of these concentrated vortices. The non- designs that satisfy specified design criteria to
linear analysis was formulated to include pertinent be achieved in a much more efficient fashion than
effects such as suction effects cf the interacting is possible _u the traditional design process. As
vortices and the effects of tlme-variant shed vor- a result, it is possible to pursue more sophisti-
• ticity behind the empennage surfaces. The problem cated design criteria and to achieve designs pre-
is solved in a _tepwise manner (time-domain); that viously unobtainable. Since it is computationally
is, a period corresponding to one blade passage is inefficient to base a closed-loop design optimiza-
divided into a large number of time intervals and tion procedure on a forced response analysis, vi-f
empennage unsteady airloads are ,:omputed at each bration criteria based on blade modal properties
time step. The output of tne _nalysis consists of have been developed. Results from the closed-loop
_: chordwise and spanwise alrload distributions at analysis are then verified in a forced response
each time step. These airload distributions are analysis. Results of the blade design study for a
_ converted into harmonic airloads that can be high speed cruise condition indicate the potential
applied to excite the tall boom in a vibration for developing enhanced blade designs that can
'_, analysis. The results of a limited correlation offer significant reductions in baseline vibration
_'_'_i study involaing the application of the _omputer without resorting to special vibration alleviation• program t a full-scale helicopter stabiliz r indi- devices, ?adical blade geometries, or weight pe al-
:'_ cats an encouragingly good corr=latlon between the ties. Efforts to define further vibration criteria
_-_ analytical vibratory alrload predictions and flight are underway.
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Analytical studies have also demonstrated the of this paper. The contributions of T. Alan Egolf,
potential for active higher harmonic control to Aeromechanics Research, UTPC, to results reported
reduce helicopter vibration. The results of the in the vibratory alrloads section is also acknowl-
generic controller study indicate the potential for edged. Dr. Richard L. Bielawa analyzed the passive
va:ious control approaches to reduce vibration by vibration alleviation devices reported herein from
75 to 95 percent with small blade pitch amplitudes Ref. 9, and $antu T. Gangwani developed the empen-
at a range of moderate co high speed and thrust nage analysis (Ref. 19).
conditions. Good con, roller _srform_e was also
demonstrated during short duration maneuvers. The work reported herein was supported by the
However, the potential for adverse effect_ on blade NASA Ames and Langley Research Centers, the U.S.
stresses a,d rotor p_.formance was noted at many Army Research and Technology Laboratories, and the
flight condttions. Analytical investigations are Onlt_d ?echnologies Corporation.
planned to determine the drivers of these effects
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1 DISCUSSION
{ Paper No. 22
ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL HELICOPTER VIBRATION REDUCTION CONCEPTS
Anton J. Landgrebe
and
Mark W. Davis ,o
Ed Austint U.S. Army Applied Technology Laboratory: Jack, I was wondering on your higher
harmonic control work, first of all, what sort of a frame time were you using for updating your
controller, and did you try investigations of various frame times _o see what was necessary?
Landgrebe: As far as frame time, you're talking about azimuth?
Austin: Right, the computation time for the controller, i
Landgrebe: That was basically going through a one roy-type update. There was not that much
done in [determining| the sensitivity. It seemed to be adequate--if we had not gotten good
: results, we would have looked at other updates.
Andy Lemnios_ Kaman Aerospace: Jack, I'm absolutely delighted to have you relook at the
dynamics end of blade design in addition to the aerodynamics end, because I think this is
a very fertile area for some very serious vibration reductions. As you know, we feel very
strongly about the proper inertial coupling among the various modes, and by doing so you can
very strongly influence what happens to the hub shears and hub moments. Also we feel that
the first flapwise frequency being above 3 per rev as we talked about last night, is a very
j important parameter to design for. I did have a couple of questions for you. In your look i '
st loads being transmitted to the fuselage from the rotor, did you also include the pitch link t
ti loads in that analysis?
q
!
1 Landgrebe: No, that was not included.
Lemnios: Typically, I know that in some helicopters, for example, those pitch link loads can
account for 25 to 30_ of the excitation forces. They're very significant and they cannot be
ignored.
Land_rebe: Yes, we recognize that. They have been looked at in other studies as far as our
unsteady aerodynamics studies, and you're right, they can be quite formidable.
Lemnios: The second question I had was, in this particular model did you have a lead-lag damper '
on this or not, or was it a bearlngless rotor that you were looking at? Do you remember? /
Landgrebe: In which study, in the vibrations study? I
Lemnios: The _itrations s_;udy, yes. -_
Landgrebe: That was basically an S-76 type articulated blade.
Lemnios: The reason I ask is, did you pu_ in the apFropriate frequency characteristics of _.¢
the lag damper? I know from our experience, lag dampers typically have a very uniform damping
characteristic, and essentially zero spring rate, at. the low frequencies; but that lag :-
characteristic falls off, and the spring rate builds up to a liquid spring at the 4 ar,_ =r
rev frequency and by ignoring the 5 per rev frequency, again you may be overlooking sum y
significant wbratory forces.
Landgrebe: Bob [Taylor] can probably answer that question better than I can, but the point
is that in the G400 analysis, there is a representation for the lag damper, but it doesn't take
into account all the features that you have mentioned.
Bob Taylor T Boeing Vertol: I personally haven't seen any Sikorsky data or any other data at
high speed where the 5 per rev _ibratlon responses are important.
: Lemnlos: Strictly from our"own experience, again, our frequency Inpiane is on the order of :
I think it was 5.q per rev with the lag damper characteristics thrown in there, and that could ibe a significant contributor.L
_: I do believe th,_tthe [GqO0] model Just used a linear lag damper. 19
Lemnios: Last but not least, the conclusion on your passive tuned damper may be appropriate,
_._ but you ought to also think about our favorite, which is a controlled tab instead of a passive 1
tuned tab. I
k
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tPeretz FllecLmannt University of California x Los Angeles: I like the way you do the optlmiza-
tion with that =odal-shaping type of concept. One of the things I was wondering--when you
change the mass and stiffness distribution of your blade in order to reduce your vibration
levels, you probably affect also the aeroelastic stability of the blades. Yet a_ong the various
constraints which you have enforced and listed in your slide, you had no aeroelastic stability
constraint.
Land_rebe: That la correct, Peretz, that was not included within the constraint itself.
The tack was taken to run the analysis and look to see if the analysis indicated any stability
} _ problems, which it did not. So that was not within the [constraint], but it could very well be
put in in the future.
Friedmann: You miss the point of what the constraint means. It means that if you have a
certain given aeroelastic stability margin, as a result of going through your procedure, that
margin is not diminished. You still have a stable blade, yet you wouldn't like to trade off
aeroelastic stability for vibration reduction of if you want to do it you should put some
_ penalty on it.
Landgrebe: Obviously the concentration here was on vibration. I showed in one of the slides
that really what you want to do is include performance, stability, loads, put them all in at the
same time and that is the direction to go in, but we are not to that point yet.
J
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